One never gets anywhere in writing or thinking or observing unless one can do long stretches at a time. Often I have to let go, in the most insignificant poem, which scarcely serves to remind me of it, the most skyey of skyey sheets. And often when I have a real fury for indulgence I must stint myself.

—Wallace Stevens

The Seattle Review, the only print journal in America wholly dedicated to longer works of poetry and prose, is looking for intellectually and imaginatively adventurous long poems, novellas, and long essays, lyric and otherwise.

**The long poem can be:**

- a single long poem in its entirety
- a self-contained excerpt from a book-length poem
- a unified sequence or series of poems

WE ARE ALSO looking for **novellas** and **essays** (see above description of poetry) between forty and ninety pages long. Poetry submissions to The Seattle Review of less than ten pages in length, and prose submissions of less than forty pages, will be returned unread.

For more information and to review our submission guidelines please visit [www.seattlereview.org](http://www.seattlereview.org)
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